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Ever since the Explorer 6 satellite captured in 1959 the first image of 
Earth, the Earth Observation (EO) market has undergone significant 
growth, and EO data is now utilized for a wide range of applications, 
covering land, marine and atmosphere monitoring. In 2017, the global 
EO economy was estimated to be between EUR 9.6 and 9.8 billion, 
divided between EO satellite sales and EO data acquisition, processing 
and transformation into information products for end users. The sector 
is predominantly driven by the upstream market, with the global EO 
downstream market estimated to be only around EUR 2.6 and 2.8 billion, 
mainly driven by governmental applications contributing between 50% 
and 60% of the revenues. However, despite being the smaller segment, 
the downstream market shows constant growth in comparison to 
oscillating upstream revenues, experiencing an expected compound 
annual growth rate (CAGR) of 7% up to 2022.

With an evolution in quality, quantity and cost of data, Earth Observation 
has gone from being a niche and specialized market, serving traditional 
sectors such as defence and intelligence, to branching out into value 
chains such as agriculture, renewable energies and natural disaster 
response. At the same time, the notable rise of the Big Data Analytics 
market, undergoing an impressive average CAGR of 35.1% from 2015 
to 2022, as well as new ways to process and analyse data, have also 
provided interesting business opportunities for the EO market, especially 
thanks to the fusion of EO data with other sources of data. This paper 
will present significant trends in the Earth Observation market, discuss 
the value EO data brings with respect to different market segments 
and finally, explore how PwC extracts value from this data based on its 
“Insights from Space” offering.
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Current Trends in 
Earth Observation
Trends in Data Collection

Small Satellites and Constellations 
The recent emergence of low-cost small satellite technology, particularly 
due to cheaper manufacturing techniques and the growth of commercial 
off-the-shelf components, has lowered barriers to entry and hence given 
rise to a strong small satellite market. New entrants are beginning to 
disrupt the EO market by introducing constellations of small satellites 
into orbit, such as Planet, Spire, and Blacksky, who operate or are aiming 
to operate between 60 and 100 small satellites respectively. This in turn 
is expected to provide ever-increasing production and access to new EO 
data, thanks to the larger geographical coverage and daily revisit times 
these constellations can achieve, as well as potentially cheaper access to 
EO data, especially for high and very high resolution.
The consequence of an abundance of EO data is that EO companies will 
be able to transform their business models, unlocking applications and 
business opportunities to markets such as those that needed cheaper 
solutions, or applications with more precise monitoring. More data 
collected also allows solutions to have better mapping of trends and 
change detection.

High Altitude Platforms & Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
A new channel for data collection has emerged through the 
advancements in unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and high altitude 

platform stations (HAPS). These technologies offer the capacity to 
collect near real-time, high and very-high resolution imagery for local 
monitoring applications, thereby addressing some of the demand for 
immediate access to high-quality EO data. However, as the geographical 
coverage is localized, this data is often a good complementary tool for 
satellite imagery, which provides much larger monitoring area and overall 
mapping.
HAPS and UAVs still face technological and legal complexities, which 
is slowing their development compared to the continuing evolution in 
satellite technology and preventing the emergence of a strong business 
model. Currently, HAPS are used predominantly for security and military 
applications, although if the legal and technical barriers are overcome, 
interesting business opportunities could emerge in other fields, such 
as applications for agriculture or oil and gas, in combination with the 
satellite imagery.

Trends in Data Exploitation

The significant volume of data being produced by the Copernicus 
programme and other EO satellites has introduced an issue for EO 
companies on how to manage, process, and disseminate this data. This 
is the challenge of “big data” in general – where the volumes of data 
produced are too great or complex for traditional data processing, and so 
must be addressed with newer solutions. However, the benefit of big data 
is that it can be analysed to reveal trends and associations that would not 
have been identified with fewer inputs or traditional processing methods. 
Indeed, advancements in data processing, storage and analysis is 
expected to be the bridge between turning data collected through 
satellites and other platforms into actionable analytics and insights. 
The market of Big Data Analytics (BDA) based on satellite imagery relies 
on the ability to process, analyse and fuse multiple images and other 
data sources in order to create intelligence not previously available. 
Therefore, the current digital economy and big data model are driving 
traditional EO services’ business model towards the provision of digital 
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services. The Copernicus programme is one of the key 
originators of the big data shift within Earth Observation 
thanks to the volume and variety of data it provides, 
allowing new actors to develop and test algorithms on 
standardized data free of charge before entering the 
market. This has helped lower the barrier to entry for start-
ups and SMEs especially. 
One of the ways to address big data is through cloud 
computing, which continues to be a fast-growing market 
that has enabled cheaper, easier ways to access data 
and facilitate large-volume storage. Users do not need 
to download and store the data on their own servers, 
and so it reduces cost of access and provides a unique 

entry point to a wide range of different sources, including 
EO. Cloud computing has also become a source of on-
demand delivery for computing power, servers, databases, 
software, analytics and other resources that can support 
the development of new applications. This foundation of 
resources helps feed into new business models for the 
geospatial market.
The introduction of new ways to process data and apply 
analytics, including artificial intelligence and machine 
learning, predictive analytics, and data fusion, has also led 
to the deployment of innovative solutions for producing 
intelligence for the end user, especially now geospatial 
data can be better integrated with other types of data.
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Key Developments Description

Big Data
Volumes of data too large or complex for traditional data 
processing, which can be used for generating additional 
insights 

Cloud Computing
On-demand delivery of compute power, servers, storage, 
databases, networking, software, analytics and other 
resources, through a cloud service platform via the internet

Software-as-a-Service
Services and products are provided to customers via an 
online platform

Artificial Intelligence
Broader concept of using machines to carry out tasks 
based on algorithms in an “intelligent” manner.

Machine Learning
Branch of AI based on the concept that systems can learn 
from data, identify patterns and make decisions

Data Fusion
Integration of multiple data sources and types in order to 
derive additional insights

Predictive Analytics
Using techniques such as data mining, data fusion, 
statistical modelling/algorithms, and machine learning, to 
make predictions about future outcomes
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Key developments 
and considerations

Description

Changing Market 
Dynamics

• Vertical Integration: Data providers are 
becoming analytics providers. 

• Cost Reduction: Access to computing 
power and storage capacity is becoming 
cheaper thanks to cloud technologies

Move towards Open 
Innovation

• A number of open data sources for EO 
data are becoming available (Landsat, 
Copernicus)

• Increase in innovation with open source 
tools (GitLab, Jupyter, Docker)

Emerging Platform 
Paradigm

• Thanks to digitalisation of geospatial 
marketplaces, satellite data providers are 
moving to a subscription-based business 
model

Need for Actionable 
Intelligence Solutions

• End-users of Earth Observation data do 
not have strong technical knowledge 
in-house, storage capacity in-house and 
require very specific insights
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Democratization of the EO market

The Earth Observation market has seen a shift towards data 
democratisation, which is where data is more easily accessible to all 
and hence there is no barrier at the gateway to retrieving the data. 
This is thanks to the increasing volume of EO data, some of which 
is open source and can be accessed freely to any end user, such 
as the Copernicus Programme or Landsat. There has also been an 
overall decrease in price for satellite imagery, which is expected to 
drive a 4% decline in the existing market, but which will be offset by 
the expansion of the customer base in existing and new use cases. 
The introduction of small satellite constellations, leading to broader 
availability of lower-priced imagery, is also expected to expand EO 
usage for sectors where costs can be an issue, such as agriculture.
The demand for EO data is growing as applications become 
increasingly diversified and providers are able to deliver solutions for 
actors who would not have previously been targeted. For example, 
emerging economies can utilize EO solutions to support the growth 
the country, including urban expansion, agriculture, and addressing 
natural disaster challenges. There is an increasing interest also by 
nontechnical end users in general, who often lack strong technical 
knowledge or storage capacity in-house, and so instead seek specific 
insights to be delivered to them to support in their decision-making 
process, rather than raw data. Some customers have their own large 
internal repositories of data, which they cannot exploit to its full 
potential without a solution that has the ability to process this data in a 
way that provides trends and insights.
Certain companies that have traditionally been EO data providers 
have now started to offer integrated solutions to customers such as 
intelligence actors, supplying both imagery and analytics in order to 
capture more of the value chain and hence more of the market. 
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Applications of Earth 
Observation Data

Applications across Market Segments
Earth Observation technology can benefit entities across a wide range 
of application areas. By combining different sources of data along with 
in-situ data and Earth Observation data, a diverse range of solutions can 
be generated. For instance, in agriculture, EO can be used to monitor 
parameters like soil moisture and foliage reflectance, which can provide 
insights into crop health. Understanding these parameters allows farmers 
to make more informed decisions on crop care (like whether to apply 
pesticides or how much fertilizer to add), but also to better model their 
productivity allowing them to make better financial decisions. Developing 
on the topic of financial decisions, EO can support agriculture by providing 
cheaper risk assessments, therein reducing the costs of insurance for 
farmers and enabling access to credit (particularly relevant for smallholders 
in developing countries). The following figure shows a non-exhaustive 
mapping of potential applications that can be unlocked by exploiting 
data gathered from Earth Observation across different market segments 
including Agriculture, Forestry, Air Quality, Maritime & Coastal, Oil & Gas, 
Renewable Energy, Urban Monitoring, Natural Disasters and Security, 
based on the classification used in the Copernicus Market Report 2019 
prepared by PwC on behalf on the European Commission.
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Market segments Application 1 Application 2 Application 3

Agriculture Yield Mapping Nutrient Management Irrigation Management

Forestry Forest Health Management Forest Fire Monitoring Forest Land Mapping

Air Quality Urban Air Monitoring Pollutant Tracking Air Quality Analysis

Maritime & Coastal Fishing Zone Surveillance Algal Bloom Forecasting Ocean Current Monitoring

Oil & Gas
Onshore & Offshore Oil Field 
Monitoring

Pipeline Monitoring Gas Station Positionning

Renewable Energy Site Selection
Energy Production 
Forecasting

Energy Production 
Forecasting

Urban Monitoring Cadastre & Land Mapping Monitoring Urban heat Infrastructure Monitoring

Natural Disasters Risk Forecasts for Hazards
Support early Warning and 
Response

Support to Insurance

Security Land Border Surveillance
Vessel Detection & 
Identifications

Support to Search & Rescue 
Operations
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EXHIBIT 1

Screenshot and description of a Crop Nutrient 
Management application developed by PwC that 
uses Earth Observation data
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PwC Insights from Space

How PwC extracts value from Earth Observation Data
Over the past decade, PwC Space Practice has gathered 
a strong technical and business expertise in the Earth 
Observation market and its applications thanks to 
assignments performed with organisations including the 
European Commission, European Space Agency and 
a number of industrial customers. In particular, work 
performed on data uptake, user needs identification and 
the development of functioning satellite-based Proof-Of-
Concepts (POCs), have led the team to develop a strong 
expertise on the exploitation of EO data to create business 
opportunities. With this internal capability, PwC has 
developed an offering dedicated to leveraging the value 
from EO data, fused with other sources of data, called 
“Insights from Space”. 
This new offer aims at unlocking the potential of EO data 
for organisations and for consulting assignments. This offer 
helps organisations to develop their internal capabilities in 
order to support them in exploiting the value of EO data to 
solve their needs and challenges. In addition, PwC also has 
the capability to use EO data for its consulting assignments 
as a complement to other sources of data, especially in 
cases where conventional data sources are not able to 
provide relevant and reliable data, for instance, in remote 
regions, thus extracting powerful insights.
The following figure shows an example of a use case where 
Earth Observation data was used along with other sources 
of data to build a mobile application that supports farmers 
in the EU for crop nutrient management.

Tool Description
FaST (Farm Sustainability Tool) is a mobile 
application developed for enhancing farm 
management by supporting farmers in 
the development of an accurate Nutrient 
Management Plan (NMP) for their crops, in 
accordance with the Common Agricultural 
Policy of the European Union.

Data used
• Satellite data (Sentinel)
• In-situ farm data
• Other source of data

Value
Improved decision support for farmers 
incorporating environmental considerations 
and thus facilitating large-scale digitalisation.
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If you have any questions or wish to discuss the space sector and the challenges it faces, please contact our
team leaders:

About the PwC Network

At PwC, our purpose is to build trust in society and solve important problems. We’re a network of firms in 157 countries with more than 236,000 people who are committed 
to delivering the highest quality solutions.

About the PwC Space Practice

The PwC Space Practice is part of PwC Advisory and fully dedicated to the space sector. The core team based in Paris includes specialised professionals supported by 
additional contacts handling space consulting across the global PwC network. Our expertise covers the entire space sector and spans the value chain, from upstream to 
downstream. We help entities, public and private, face their business, technological and governance challenges in constantly changing environments.

Luigi Scatteia
Director, PwC Space Practice Leader 
+33 6 42 00 71 67 
scatteia.luigi@pwc.com

William Ricard
Manager
+33 6 42 82 35 36
ricard.william@pwc.com


